A common approach for performing sparse tensor recovery is to use an N -mode FISTA method. However, this approach may fail in some cases by missing some values in the true support of the tensor and compensating by erroneously assigning nearby values to the support. This work proposes a four-stage method for performing sparse tensor reconstruction that addresses a case where N -mode FISTA may fail by augmenting the support set. Moreover, the proposed method preserves a Tucker-like structure throughout computations for computational efficiency. Numerical results on synthetic data demonstrate that the proposed method produces results with similar or higher accuracy than N -mode FISTA, and is often faster.
INTRODUCTION
Tensors are natural structures for representing multi-indexed data, and provide mechanisms for exploring relationships among several variables simultaneously in multi modal datasets [13] . They are essential components in myriad applications, including image and video processing [15] , signal processing [14] , and have been embedded within neural networks [16] . Despite their strengths in representing and interpreting multidimensional data, tensors may be challenging to use in practice due to the computational issues when dealing with high dimensional data [12] . One may try to extend traditional matrix-vector techniques to tensors, but often these methods do not scale well [4] . Instead, it is desirable to develop methods that natively exploit the multidimensional structure of tensors.
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where Y ∈ R I1×I2×···×I N with I n ≤ J n , each A n ∈ R Jn×In is a known factor matrix with orthonormal columns, ε is a tensor of noise, and × n refers to the n-mode tensor product [1] . Equation (1) is a higher dimensional analogue of the problem of recovering a sparse matrix X from the observations
Problem (2) is referred to as kronecker compressed sensing [6, 10] or sparse matrix sketching [9, 19] . To solve Problem (2), the model may be recast as a classical compressed sensing matrix-vector problem
where (·) vec vectorizes an array by stacking its columns and P is the kronecker product P = A 2 ⊗ A 1 , with
3) may then be solved using compressed sensing techniques [9, 10] . Similarly, the tensor compressed sensing problem (1) may also be equivalently expressed in the matrix-vector format as
with P = A N ⊗ A N −1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ A 1 . However, even for modest sizes of I n and J n , the size of the matrix P may make finding a solution to (4) infeasible, as it processes an array of size N n=1 J n I n . By preserving the tucker representation (1), one can reduce the reconstruction complexity to O( N n=1 J n I n ), representing the total size of the factor matrices A n .
In light of the above observation, this work proposes a multi-stage iterative method to approximate a solution of Problem (1) that preserves a tensor Tucker-like structure throughout the computations. The proposed method uses an N -mode representation of the FISTA method [3] to approximate a solution to (1) . If the true solution X does not exhibit block or N -way sparsity structure [5, 9] , then FISTA may miss some support values, especially when I J. This difficulty is overcome by identifying likely support values that may have been missed, then correcting the approximation on these nodes. The proposed method is significantly faster than using Kronecker products as in Equation (4) for most values of J, and is shown in Section 3 to improve average speed and accuracy results over FISTA without the support augmentation step.
The following notation are used in this work. Matrices are given by uppercase letters, e.g. X, and tensors by calligraphic script, e.g. X . The individual elements in a tensor are denoted by X (j) for indices j = (j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j N ). The 1 and Frobenius norms of tensors are defined as X 1 = j |X (j)| and X F = j |X (j)| 2 1/2 . A full tensor N -way product will use the shorthand notation
with the index n in boldfaced font on the left hand side.
SPARSE TUCKER TENSOR RECONSTRUCTION
A solution to (1) may be approximated by a solution to the optimization problem
for some λ > 0.
To solve (5), one may use an N -mode iterative soft thresholding approach, such as FISTA [3] , or TISTA [18] , as outlined in Algorithm 1. Note that the 1 -proximity operator may be computed easily as a soft thresholding operator
Algorithm 1 (Stage I) N -mode FISTA Inputs: Observations Y, factor matrices A n , parameters λ, tol, L > 0.
End while Output: X FISTA = the final X t generated by the while loop.
Although Algorithm 1 typically produces good results on tensors, in practice it may suffer from two shortcomings:
1. As shown in Figure 1 , Algorithm 1 may miss some support nodes and compensate by erroneously assigning nearby nodes to the support.
2. Common to soft thresholding approaches, support values may be underestimated [7, 8, 17] .
To address the first issue, the support of the approximation will be augmented as in Algorithms 2 and 3. Algorithm 2 works as follows. Suppose X is an approximate solution to Problem (5), possibly produced by N -mode FISTA, with estimated support set Ω. Let Λ be a cluster of indices where X is likely to have erroneously omitted a true support value, identified as in the vertical column in Figure 1 . Since any missed support values are assumed to be in a neighborhood of Λ, extend the set via
for some radius r > 0. Some points in Λ may already be in the support of X and should not be further modified. Therefore, for some α, let X Aug be the approximation with augmented support defined by
Next, a modified version of FISTA is performed as in Algorithm 3 that includes extra steps to project the iterative solutions onto the augmented support. After computing Y t and X t as in Algorithm 1, Algorithm 3 updates the Algorithm 2 (Stage II) Support augmentation Inputs: Approximate solution X to (5) , parameters a, b, γ, target values α Do:
Compute Λ as in Equation (7) Compute X Aug as in Equation (8) Ω Aug ← Ω ∪ Λ
End do
Outputs: Augmented support Ω Aug and augmented estimate X Aug . approximate support to include indices in the effective support of the iterative solution X t , then indices that have been below a certain threshold continuously for the past R iterations are removed.
Algorithm 3 (Stage III) FISTA with support projections
Inputs: Observations Y, factor matrices A n , estimate X with support Ω, parameters λ, tol, R, L > 0.
Update d t+1 , Z t+1 as in Algorithm 1
End while
Output: X FISTA2 = the final X t generated by the while loop.
To address the second issue, a postprocessing method is used to correct the support values. For Kronecker matrixvector form, a least-squares postprocessing method may be used [6, 10, 17] . Suppose X is an approximate solution of (5) with support Ω. The values of X (Ω) may be updated on Ω according to
where P Ω is the submatrix formed by extracting the columns of P with indices corresponding to Ω. As shown in Section 3, this approach has high accuracy, but is computationally efficient only for small sizes of I and J. Indeed even for modest dimensions of the factor matrices A n , the kronecker product matrix P Ω may be comptuationally infeasible to generate, store, or process with.
Algorithm 4 (Stage IV) Iterative post processing
Inputs: Observations Y, factor matrices A n , estimate X with support Ω, parameters L, λ > 0 Initialize:
End do.
Output:
To this end, we propose a multi-stage method to estimate a solution to (5) , addressing the shortcomings of Algorithm 1 and maintaing the tensor structure of the solution to avoid using Kronecker products.
Stage I: Run N -mode FISTA as in Algorithm 1.
Stage II:
Augment the estimated support of the solution using Algorithm 2. Stage III: Re-run N -mode FISTA with additional steps to project the candidate solutions onto the estimated support of X, as in Algorithm 3. Stage IV: Refine the approximation on the augmented support set, as in Algorithm 4. The postprocessing procedure in Stage IV, outlined in Algorithm 4, is similar to Algorithm 1, but does not perform the soft thresholding operations and actively restricts the intermediate solutions to the estimated support set computed at the end of Stage III. It finds an approximate solution to the tensor version of Problem (9)
Algorithms 1, 3, and 4 may use a stopping criterion such as halting after a fixed number of iterations of once the metric X t − X t−1 F falls below a specified threshold.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
The four-stage sparse tensor recovery method illustrated in the previous section is explored experimentally on a synthetic dataset, and is compared to three other methods: the raw N -mode FISTA recovery method in Algorithm 1, N -mode FISTA with tensor postprocessing in Algorithms 1 and 4, and N -mode FISTA with matrix-vector postprocessing in Algorithm 1 and Equation (9) . The experiments are performed in MATLAB 2017a on a PC with 2.40Gz CPU and 16GB RAM. The algorithms are implemented directly, rather than using Tensor Toolbox [2] or CVX [11] to process the tensors or perform optimizations. In each simulation, a sparse core tensor X ∈ R J×J×J is generated by randomly selecting a sparse support set Ω, then sampling the entries according to X (Ω i ) = 1 + α i , where each α i is sampled i.i.d. ∼ N (0, 0.1). The factor matrices A n ∈ R J×I , are randomly generated with orthonormal columns. The dense tensor Y is observed according to equation (1) , with N = 3 and the noise tensor ε sampled with i.i.d. ∼ N (0, 0.005) entries. Given the collection {A n } and Y, the original sparse signal is recovered using the methods in Section 2. For each pair (I, J) of dimensions, 20 simulations are performed with new randomizations in X and A n for each experiment. However, the same randomizations are used for all recovery methods within each single experiment. The parameters used are λ = 500, tol = 0.05, a = 0.05, b = 0.5, R = 20, and L = 1. Figure 2 displays the values from one instance of a recovered sparse tensor using the four different recovery methods. Notice that the proposed 4-stage method in the lower left corrects the support errors that the other methods miss. Figure 3 displays the absolute Frobenius recovery error X − X F and the compuatation time in seconds for each recovery method computed 20 times with I = 28, J = 40. Algorithm 1 did not produce the correct support in simulations 9 or 20. In these simulations, the proposed 4-Stage method was slower, but produced the most accurate results. In the remaining simulations, the 4-Stage method had similar accuracy and a slight time advantage over Algorithms 1 and 4. Figure 4 displays the average absolute Frobenius recovery error and the computation time in seconds for several choices of J with I ≈ 0.68J. The proposed 4-Stage method achieves the lowest average recovery error, with time on average similar to that of Algorithms 1 and 4.
CONCLUSION
The numerical experiments illustrate that the proposed 4-Stage sparse tensor recovery method is an improvement over N -mode FISTA with other postprocessing approaches. The proposed method can handle instances when N -mode FISTA fails, while the other methods typically cannot. Moreover, the proposed method gives comparable recovery accuracy when N -mode FISTA does produce the correct support. By preserving the multidimensional structure of the solution, the proposed method reduces the computational complexity over the Kronecker matrix-vector postprocessing method.
